Jeep wrangler pcm replacement

Full Name. Phone Number. Email Address. The PCM controls the engine timing, the fuel to air
ratio, the transmission, and the anti-lock brakes, along with dozens of other smaller functions. It
can also lead to backfiring, difficulty starting the engine, rough shifting, and rapid wear and tear
on vital engine components. These codes all identify specific PCM problems. The main reason
people spend so much on PCM repair is that many people, even professional mechanics, often
misdiagnose PCM problems as engine or transmission issues, and attempt costly repairs to
those systems. You could buy several PCMs for the cost of rebuilding one transmission. It may
be with the wiring harness. Perform a visual inspection of the wiring, and replace any corroded
contacts or frayed wires. Inspect your battery contacts themselves, too. Low voltage is a cause
of many PCM faults. If all other tests have failed, you can try re-flowing the solder. At Solo Auto,
our dedicated technicians can repair your PCM and mail it back to you within 24 to 48 hours.
Once you mail in your PCM, our technicians will assess the symptoms of your module, calibrate
the codes, and conduct an internal and external inspection. It must be rosin core, not acid core,
since acid core solder can damage the circuit board itself. Remove the two small screws in your
PCM cover, and carefully pry the closing tabs open. Remove the small cover, and set it to the
side. Then remove the larger cover, and turn it over. Clean off any potting compound, and
reflow the solder, applying as little new solder as necessary to do the job. Make sure the solder
flows from each pad to the connector for that pad, without touching any other connectors and
causing a short. Any damage to the copper circuits will permanently destroy your PCM. Next,
clean all the contacts with contact cleaner, and reassemble your PCM. If you drive a Jeep
Liberty with a 3. You need the PCM for that exact car. Most PCMs are plug-and-play, so
installation is just a matter of disconnecting the power supply, removing the old PCM, and
installing the new one. SoloPCMs specializes in automotive computers, and our technicians are
always willing to share their expertise. Sign up for the latest offers, news updates and more.
Related Posts. How to Test a PCM Modern cars rely on computers to manage their various
systems. For example, when was the last time y From timing to tire pressure, you had to k A P
code is one of many universal error codes that your car may generate. If you see this code o
Mitsubishi Toyota Chevrolet Plymouth. Solo Auto Electronics. Thank you for being a valued part
of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are in read-only format. We are grateful
for the participation and advice you have provided to one another over the years. All the
sensors you replaced will get the credit for success until the PCM relearns its evil ways. I wish
you luck, but let us know in a about a month. I would go with a new PCM And I hope forever. I
learned the hard way that going the cheap way is the long way and more expensive. I bought a
refurbished PCM, twice. Rebuilt and refurbished, sounds the same, but its not. Regardless,
when you are shopping for PCMs demand to know if the circuit board has been stripped down
and all the electronics are new and tested. Bench testing an old PCM and replacing one
transistor and selling it as refurbished is the norm So you get my point, dont go cheap. For
those that want to hear my story read on. Decision time: Jeep Dealer or Internet Shopping. One
year warranty, sweet Two months later the PCM starts to fail. Plus my rebuilt PCM did come with
a lifetime warranty. If you cannot get past the sales person to speak with a tech rep, say
goodbye. If the tech rep cant clearly explain the difference between a refurbished and a "start
from scratch rebuilt PCM", say goodbye. But my jeep runs stronger and more confident than
ever before. I wish that I had gone with the Jeep dealer a year ago. You can cross ref my
previous posts, I have done it all. PCM screws, sensors, wiring, all the vodoo auto fixes in this
forum. Ultimately it is the 12 year old circuit board that is at the end of its life. Its lived a hard life
strapped to your firewall for K. I don't know why we accept the fact that the alternator, starter or
water pump has a limited life. But the PCM causes a serious case of denial when its time is up.
Probably because its some serious beer money, a set of tires or shocks. But if you cant drive it
out of the garage, whats the point. Limited to 10 addresses. Your full name: Optional Your
e-mail address: ronduguay bellsouth. Neither your address nor the recipients's address wil be
used for any other purpose. Add your own personal message: Optional I found this post in the
CNET forums and thought you would be interested in reading it. All of us who have gone thru
your plight understand your anger. Hope everyone reading this will gain from your lessons
learned and also contribute back to the blog, after they find their fix Hello, I have just posted on
the thread on 97 jeep stalling and also the jeep stalling fix Thank you! Hello Everyone! I thought
I was the only person who owned the Jeep version of Herbie the car! It is so frustrating to have
to drive around on the verge of a heart attack because every feet I am sure this will be the time
my car stalls again. I have a '97 grand cherokee that is 4x2 automatic 4 cylinders. I knew
absolutaly nothing about cars before this problem, except that they need gas,oil, and water; and
now I only know probably what I have researched on the web trying to solve this issue so
please forgive my ignorance on the subject and the lenght of my post because I cannot describe
this problem in any other way. That very day I thought the car was finished because now it

would even rattle indicating it was going to stall and then when it did shut off it did not want to
stay running There were really no codes before except for the coil so I went ahead and okayed
the replacement. The ECM is supposed to be ordered from a jeep dealership. The first 2 days my
car ran fine and I thought the problem was solved. Although the first day it did make a sort of
rattling noise which scared me for a second. Well after one day of being parked it started acting
crazy again. I filled the tank and it didn't do that crazy gauge thing again but I noticed that the
gauge is not marking the correct amount of gas. I may not know much about cars but that
seems like that gas gauge is faulty now! I was wondering if this could be linked to the replaced
ECM??? My mechanic believes that it may not be related because the computer does not have
to do with that, but I mean why did start happening now? I have also noticed that sometimes it
wants to stall and the check engine light will flash and it kind of revs a tiny bit but thank God
does not stop I was wondering if anyone thinks this means the replacement ECM is faulty or
needs to be reflashed? I mean I would think it had to be the problem if the symptoms mostly
went away right and it just wasn't fully programmed correctly. Also, the mechanic connected to
the scanner again and it showed no codes for the engine but for the body it showed a code and
he said this could mean the OTHER computer has a problem!! I never knew this Afterwards, the
jeep started making a noise that seems to travel alongside the front of the car. My dad replaced
the break pads at home as well as replaced whatever holds them I think because the parts were
bent? Before this stalling phase I would mostly drive fwy or fast streets so with the radio I
wouldn't even hear the noise Could this possibly be what is happening to my car??????? I
greatly appreaciate your time and help.. I am a broke graduate student who can tell you about
cells in the body but does not know crap about this.. Per your question It cleans injectors and it
helped me. Send him a reply to his post and maybe he'll respond, as to what he found and what
was wrong. Not even a hint at stalling! However, i'm having weird problems with my gas gauge
reading "Empty" when I first turn the car on despite having a full tank. If I turn the car off, and
turn it back on, it will go back to normal and accurately tell me how much gas is left. Is there a
fuel gauge sensor somewhere that needs to be replaced? Any ideas? It's now leaking out of
another as-of-yet unidentified area so I'll have to do some hunting around under the carpets
One thing that i've learned about owning a jeep is that once you finally think you have a
problem solved, it's only a matter of time usually short before something else goes wrong.
Thank you so much for the reply! This time the second one seems to be working fine, it has
been 1 week so far and I am hoping the jeep continues to run without any problems. Oh and the
mechanic consulted a chrysler specialist and they told him that the ECM does control the gas
gauge and sure enough with this 2nd attempt at an ECM the gas gauge problem went Away My
infallible expert and educated advice is to get rid of that GC to the first sucker you can con into
buying it even if you have to pay him. I have never heard of a vehicle having such outrageous
dependability issues and nobody from factory to dealer to owners can isolate an underlying
fault other than the vehicle is hopelessly unfixable or it's running now let's cross our fingers it
stays that way for a week or two. It's a vehicle. It should start and get you where you need to go
then shut off. It doesn't need to be this difficult. It never breaks either! Not trying to rub it in
because I do feel for you. This shouldn't be happening. OK let me start off this reply by saying i
have a Jeep Grand Cherokee 4. You get what you put into them. I had a stalling issue, i did a full
tune up, distrubitor , cap, wires and 4 fire point bosch plugs. Also the 4cylinder jeep gc was
only a export model. I have owned four jeeps if the noise is a humming sound my guess would
be a wheel bearing for the front if it comes from the rear it cold be the rear diff carrier bearings
or the pinion bearings. Great post I just bought my pcm from the junk yard. I think it was junk.. I
do think its my pcm again My grand cherokee 4x4 4. I cant sleep now expecting them to tell me
its gonna be one billion dollars. LOL anyways.. This is a great posting. Ill get some sleep and
hopefully it will be cheaper in the morning. I think I already changed most of the senors and 3
coils. It runs great you just never know when its gonna die out. I wish I had a new pcm in my
hands, from what ive been reading I should buy some stock in these pcm makers. These pcm's
are worth there weight in gold if you can get a good one. Ill post what the dealer tells me about
my jeeps flu Ive contracted. I do believe thats the tech name for my jeeps sickness. I must dive
out of traffic shut it off or keep it under RPM and wait anywhere from second's and restart. I will
soon replace the PCM with a completly rebuilt or "New" and will post my results here. Thanks to
all those before me posting their experiences and advice. I replaced the distributer, plugs, wires,
cap, rotor, fuel pump and all the relays. I even had it hooked up to a sun analyzer and nothing. It
has a nasty miss and the fuel pump does not kick in right away i have to turn the key back and
forth 5 or 6 times for it to kick in. The voltage drops when the jeep misses. I have 3 Grand
Cherokees , and diesel which we dearly love but the with the 4. We now believe it has been
fixed. So we changed that and the O2 sensor and Trans Sensor codes returned within 4 miles of
travel. Finally after 3 days in the shop they found that the PCM wiring plug that goes through the

firewall had badly corroded terminals and the voltage was flucuating. We changed the wiring
plug and it is now behaving perfectly Fuel economy is back where it should be too. This vehicle
spent its first 4 years in Toronto, Ontario which is a heavily salted road system. I expect this
connector is likely corroded on many Eastern and Northern vehicles where road salt is
frequently used. It's one of the most expensive part that goes bad quite often. They
programmed it and it was plug and play replacement of OEM part. Buy only Remanufactured
unit with warranty. Discussion is locked. I replaced ECM and still have problems. I went ahead
and posted my jeep stall here too. My advice. Keeping it strong with this posting. Did u get it
fixed? Back to Auto Repair - Roadshow forum. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help.
Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. Thank you
for stopping by our site. After successfully solving the dreaded PCM problem, Wranglerfix
quickly made tracks in the Jeep world Read about our solution here. Wranglerfix offers a
complete line of ECMs completely programmed for all Wrangler years. In the event you do not
see you part listed, please call or email us about it. If we do not have it, we can get it, build it or
attempt to repair yours! Wranglerfix combines superior electronic workmanship, truth, integrity
along with excellent customer service. With these attribute
2007 gmc sierra wiring diagram
2008 hyundai elantra owners manual
yamaha ar230 boat covers
s in place, we look forward to earning your business one ECM at a time and getting your
Wranglers on the road to righteousness! Please take a moment to like, subscribe and support
their channel by clicking here. Blaine at Black Magic Brakes. After installation, we followed the
break-in procedure EXACTLY as it is written and what a vast improvement over the premium
pads we had. If you lock up the brakes, the grip of the pads and pedal response leaves you with
the confidence of knowing that Black Magic Brakes are truly a cut above any other brakes on
the market! Blaine is a knowledgeable, straight-forward person who knows brakes and Jeeps
like no other. Please visit his website at Search our Inventory Select Make Jeep. We would like
to send a special thank you to Glen at Ozzstar for dedicating so much time, effort and energy
into making his Jeep Wrangler PCM repair video! Please take a moment to subscribe, like and
support his YouTube channel! Please subscribe, like and support his work!

